
FlexColor 3F Format Tutorial
One of the most exciting features of FlexColor soft-
ware is the 3F format or .fff. Not a part of the original
software, 3F is the first implementation of raw cap-
ture. Before there was Adobe Camera Raw, there
was FlexColor 3F.
So just what is 3F? To understand, lets first look at
how standard FlexColor goes about it's work.When
in the standardmode, the scannermakes a preview
scan and displays a low resolution preview of the
image. The working file is a 16 bit tiff file.
All digital capture devices are actually analog de-
vices. The resultant analog capture is then convert-
ed to a digital image via the Analog to Digital Con-
verter. In the case of digital cameras that converter
is built into the camera. With scanners it can be in
the scanner firmware.
With cameras a common way data is converted is
by capturing to a .jpg file. In this case, the parame-
ters are sometimes hard wired in the camera algo-
rithms. More advanced cameras allow the user to
set some of the parameters.
With the advent of RAW capture in cameras all the
data captured by the chip is passed to the software
to be post processed. Most pros and advanced am-
ateurs now use that format.
Getting back to our scanners, in standard mode,
when the data is captured it is converted analog to
digital by the parameters stored in the film "Setup"
and the low resolution result with those parameters
applied is presented on screen. At this point we
have many tools available to further adjust the im-
age. All these adjustments take place on the full 16
bit data.
After we have the image adjusted to our liking, we
save it out in whatever format we want and at what-
ever bit depth, size and file type we want. Then and
only then the 16 bit data is converted.
One of the beauties of FlexColor is that we can cre-

ate custom Setups with all the parameters we
choose, those are then applied in the analog to digi-
tal conversion. See the separate tutorial for how to
create custom Setups.
Theonly disadvantagewith thisworkflow is if weare
going to use this image for different purposes we
may wind up having to make multiple scans or else
convert the original scan in an imaging processing
software and save all the separate files.
With the invention of the 3F format the workflow is
different. Making a 3F scan, the scanner will make
a full resolution, raw scan and save it to a folder you
specify. In the process it will apply certain settings
according to the choices youmake in the 3F control
panel.
This file can then be opened in FlexColor either at
the time of scanning or at a later date or even on a
different computer. You may apply whatever pro-
cessing you want to do, size it, select file type etc.
and save a version.
The big difference is the original scan remains un-
changed. A proxy file of the changes is created and
saved. You can then save out that version Tomake
another version you reopen the original file, make
your changes, save it out and repeat for as many
versions as you need.
Be aware, the process was invented under Flex-
Color 4.0. With FlexColor 4.5 additional features
were added. I would advise reading theUsersMan-
ual for both versions for how to implement on your
computer. Copies of the manuals are available on
the "Manuals" page of this website.
3F is a great workflow for creating a digital archive
of your work. Of course you can make an achieve
with the standard process as well. You can make a
scan as high a resolution as youwant to keep. How-
ever you have to save additional files for any
changes. 3F saves the master and keeps a record



of any changes you make.
Both methods can be used for batch scans. That's
another topic for another discussion.

Here is the 3F scan window as presented in the
FlexColor 4.0 Users Manual. Note: the window in
the 4.04 Version of the software is different. The
way it works is different also.
Here is theFlexColor version4.04, 3Fscanwindow.

Nowwehave the option of specifying a specific Set-
up. That means we can choose any of our custom
Setup's andhaveFlexColor apply all of our parame-
ters to the 3F file.
But isn't it a raw file?How is it raw if our adjustments
are applied? The raw file is analog. It has to be
converted from analog to digital and that requires
some computer instructions. So these are either

hard wired factory instructions or some instructions
we choose, or both.
Thebeautyof this iswecanstartwith a file that gives
us an image that is as close to what we want it to be
as if we had spent a hour adjusting it. Think of the
time savings possible. Yet this image can be re-
worked as many times as we want and our original
master is still intact.
If we had scanned a bunch of images and later de-
termined a different setup produced a look we like
better, we do not have to go back and rescan the
original.
All we need to do is modify the original. We do this
by selecting the image in the Thumbnails window
and click on Modify. We can modify all the images,
only the Approved ones or just the selected one.
Now we can Add a Setup, Add a default Setup or
Change the default Setup.
Here is that window.

All of these instructions are from FlexColor 4.04.
However, 4.8.13works the samewaywith the addi-
tion of some more file setting and storing options
which are covered in the manuals.
Both versions of FlexColor offers some additional
controls for File Size, Scan Size and Resolution
which are covered pretty well in the manuals.
Rather you scan conventional of 3F remember the
importance of a Custom Setup.
If you like this tutorial, please make a donation to help
offset the cost of producing it. You can donate to my
PayPal account at www.paypal.com. Click on Send and
fill in gyaeger@cox.net. Enter the amount and click con-
tinue.

Thank you for your support.
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